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What is This?
Sexual Media Exposure, Sexual Behavior, and Sexual Violence Victimization in Adolescence

Michele L. Ybarra, MPH, PhD, Victor C. Strasburger, MD, and Kimberly J. Mitchell, PhD

Abstract

Background. Emerging research suggests sexual media affects sexual behavior, but most studies are based on regional samples and few include measures of newer mediums. Furthermore, little is known about how sexual media relates to sexual violence victimization. Methods. Data are from 1058 youth 14 to 21 years of age in the national, online Growing up with Media study. Results. Forty-seven percent reported that many or almost all/all of at least one type of media they consumed depicted sexual situations. Exposure to sexual media in television and movies, and music was greater than online and in games. All other things equal, more frequent exposure to sexual media was related to ever having had sex, coercive sex victimization, and attempted/completed rape but not risky sexual behavior. Conclusions. Longer standing mediums such as television and movies appear to be associated with greater amounts of sexual media consumption than newer ones, such as the Internet. A nuanced view of how sexual media content may and may not be affecting today’s youth is needed.
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In the absence of effective sex education, and after nearly a decade of federally funded abstinence-only sex education, the media have arguably become the leading sex educator in the United States today.1 This may not bode well for young people given that few media programs provide accurate sex information.2-6 Indeed, only 10% of sexual content on television (TV) shows that are popular among teenagers portray the risks of early intercourse accurately.7

At the same time that sexual content in the media has increased13 and become more graphic,9 rates of sexual activity seem to have stabilized,10 and the teen pregnancy rate is at its lowest level in the past several decades.11 One could conceivably argue then, that sexual images in media have little to no impact on teenagers’ sexual behavior. However, 19 studies have found a significant relationship between sexual media and adolescent sexual behavior,12-30 including oral sex,26 casual sex,24 multiple partners,12 sexually aggressive behavior,25 and even teen pregnancy.17 Dozens of studies also have found that media can significantly influence youths’ attitudes and beliefs about sex and sexuality.2-6 Most of the studies involve small sample sizes, and there is a paucity of national studies, which limits generalizability of findings.

Most studies have examined TV13,14,17,18,24,26,30 or movies29 to the exclusion of other media. A few have included a broader range of exposures (ie, movies, TV, magazines, music) and have focused on one’s “sexual media diet” more generally.15,23 Only 3 studies have included Internet exposure, however.21,25,27

Research has identified links between pornography and sexually aggressive behavior among adolescents,25,31 as well as sexual victimization among adults.32,33 Pornography is different from generalized sexual media exposure because it is more explicit and, at the same time, less pervasive. Little is known about how victimization may relate to generalized sexual media, particularly among adolescents. Perhaps victimization leads youth to seek out sexual content to validate or contextualize their experience. It
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also may be that youth who have frequent exposure to sexual media have different expectations about relationships and associated boundaries. Understanding whether and how exposure to sexual content across different mediums relates to victimization could further our understanding of how media contextualize youth experiences.

Methods

Growing up with Media (GuwM) is a longitudinal survey of youth and their adult caregivers in the United States. It was originally designed to examine the associations between exposure to violent media and violent behavior. Adult respondents were recruited at baseline through an email sent to randomly identify adult Harris Poll OnLine (HPOL) panel members who reported having a child living in the household. Eligible adults were equally or more knowledgeable than other adult household members about the youth’s media use. Youth participants were 10 to 15 years old (mean = 12.6 years, standard deviation = 1.7 years), read English, lived in the household at least 50% of the time, and used the Internet in the last 6 months. Recruitment was balanced on youth biological sex and age.

Wave 1 data were collected between August and September 2006 with 1586 youth-caregiver pairs. Extensive questions about sexual behavior and sexual violence were added at Wave 4. Therefore, data discussed in the current article were collected in Wave 4 (fielded October 2010 to February 2011) and Wave 5 (fielded October 2011 to March 2012). The survey protocol was reviewed and approved by the Chesapeake Institutional Review Board. Caregivers provided informed consent for their participation and permission for their child’s participation; youth provided informed assent.

The response rate (31%) is well within the expected range of well-conducted online surveys. Of the 1586 households who completed the baseline survey, 67% (n = 1062) completed either or both of the Wave 4 (response rate = 56%, n = 887) and Wave 5 (response rate = 59%, n = 939) surveys. Characteristics of nonresponders and responders were similar.

On average, caregivers took 15 minutes and youth took 32 minutes to complete their portion of the GuwM survey, respectively. Caregivers received $20 and youth $25 as an incentive. To increase response rates at the end of the field period, an additional $10 bonus incentive was offered to nonresponders.

Measures

Exposure to sexual media was asked with 5 separate questions: “When you [consume a specific media type], how many show people kissing, fondling, or having sex?” Television and movies; music; games on the computer, Internet, or video games; Web sites that show real people; and Web sites that show cartoons were separately queried. Response options were: almost none/none of them, some of them, many of them, and almost all/all of them. For games, an additional option was provided: I have not played a video, computer, or Internet game in the past 12 months. Youth were placed into 1 of 3 categories: (a) almost no/no exposure to sexual material in any medium (reference group); (b) some exposure to sexual material in at least 1 medium; or (c) many or almost all/all exposure to sexual material in at least 1 medium. This categorization scheme is consistent with previous research of violent media.

Sexual behavior: First, youth were asked: “Have you ever had sexual intercourse?” Youth who said “yes” were then asked: “How old were you when you had sexual intercourse for the first time? We are talking about when you wanted to. If you are not sure about your answer, your best guess is fine.” Respondents also were asked: “How many people have you ever had sex with? Again, we are talking about the times you wanted to. If you are unsure of the answer, your best guess is fine.”

Youth also were asked how often they used a condom generally. Response options for the latter were none of the time, some of the time, half of the time, most of the time, and all of the time, and decline to answer.

Sexual violence victimization: Sexual harassment was queried with 9 items. Example questions include the following: “Someone spread sexual rumors or wrote sexual messages about someone in a public place such as the bathroom walls, in locker rooms, etc” and “Someone grabbed or pinched someone, or grabbed someone’s clothing in a sexual way when I did not want them to.”

Sexual assault was asked using an item created specifically for this study: “In the last 12 months, how often has someone kissed, touched, or made you do anything sexual when you did not want you to?” Coerced sex was queried: “I gave into sex when I did not want to.” Attempted (“Someone had tried, but was not able, to make me have sex when I did not want to”) and completed (“Someone made me have sex when I did not want to”) rape were measured using items from the same survey.

Confounders that were posited to possibly explain the relation between sexual media exposure, and sexual behaviors and sexual violence victimization included the following: youth biological sex, race, ethnicity, household income, age, exposure to violent and nonviolent pornography, exposure to violent media, one’s emotional bond with one’s caregiver, caregiver monitoring.
coercive discipline, sexual/gender minority identity (i.e., identifying as LGBT versus not), and survey process measures. Detailed information about these measures is available on request.

Data Cleaning and Identifying the Analytical Sample

HPOL data are comparable to data that have been obtained from random telephone samples of adult populations once appropriate sample weights are applied.37-40 Data were weighted statistically at Wave 1 to reflect the population of adults with children ages 10 to 15 years old in the United States according to adult age, sex, race/ethnicity, region, education, household income, and child age and sex.41 Survey sampling weights also adjusted for adult respondents’ self-selection into the HPOL, as well as accounted for attrition over time.37-40

Missing data (i.e., “do not want to answer” responses) were imputed using the “impute” command in Stata. To reduce the likelihood of imputing truly nonresponsive answers, participants were required to have valid data for at least 80% of the survey questions asked of all youth. Of the 1062 young people who responded in Wave 4 or 5, 1058 met this criterion. Stata version 11 statistical software (StataCorp LP) was used to conduct all statistical analyses. As such, reported percentages are weighted whereas sample sizes are not.

First, prevalence rates of sexual behavior and sexual violence victimization were estimated based on one’s exposure to sexual material. Given important sex differences noted in the literature in terms of sexual behavior42 and sexual victimization,43 rates were estimated for the entire sample, as well as by biological sex. Next, the relative odds of each sexual behavior or sexual violence victimization were estimated given one’s exposure to sexual content, adjusting for potential confounders (eg, exposure to violent media). Estimates were generated for all sexual media, as well as by each of the 4 mediums assessed.

Longitudinal analyses were not run because of low base rates of some outcome measures (eg, rape). Instead, data from both waves were combined to support more stable estimates. Thus, 1808 observations from 1058 respondents were included in analyses. Generalized estimating equations (GEE) were used to estimate a logistic regression model for dichotomous outcomes (eg, ever had sex) and a linear regression model for continuous outcomes (eg, age at first sex), while taking into account within-person correlations. Exchangeable correlations were assumed.

Results

Forty-seven percent of youth reported that many or almost all/all of at least one type of media they consumed (ie, Web sites, music, games, and/or movies) depicted sexual situations, compared to 45% who said that some did, and 8% who said almost none/none of all of the media that they consumed did. As shown in Figure 1, 5% of youth said that many, almost all, or all of the Web sites they visit depicted sexual scenes, compared to 4% of youth who played games, 32% of youth about the music they listened to, and 32% of youth about

![Figure 1. Exposure to sexual media by mode.](image-url)
the TV and movies they watched. (Because exposures are not mutually exclusive, statistical comparisons cannot be made across media.)

Exposure to sexual media varied by biological sex: 45% of youth who said that many or almost all/all of at least one media consumed depicted sexual situations were male, as were 58% of youth who said that some did, and 55% of youth who said that almost none/none did, \( F(1.97, 2077.68) = 5.35, P = .005 \). When looking at specific media types, males were overrepresented in the highest category of exposure to sexual media online and in games; females were overrepresented in the highest category of exposure to sexual media in music and in movies and TV.

Prevalence rates and mean numbers of sexual behaviors and sexual violence victimization based on one’s exposure to sexual material are shown in Table 1. Rates varied significantly by whether one had ever had sex, inconsistent condom use, and all types of sexual violence victimization. When stratified by biological sex, rates of ever having sex, sexual harassment, coerced sex, and attempted/completed rape significantly differed by sexual media exposure for both female and male youth. Differences were also noted in inconsistent condom use, age at first sex, and sexual assault victimization for male but not female youth.

As shown in Table 2, the relative odds of ever having sex were almost 4 times higher for youth who reported that some of at least one media they consumed, and more than 5 times higher for youth who reported that many or almost all/all of at least one media they consumed depicted sexual situations, compared to youth who reported that almost none/none of the media they consumed depicted sexual situations. This was true even after adjusting for other possibly influential characteristics (eg, exposure to violent media and x-rated material). All other sexual behaviors were unrelated to past-year sexual media exposure.

The relative odds of coerced sex victimization were almost 6 times higher for youth who reported that some of at least one media they consumed and 7 times higher for youth who reported that many or almost all/all of at least one media they consumed depicted sexual situations, compared to youth who reported that almost none/none of the media they consumed depicted sexual situations among otherwise similar youth. The relative odds of attempted or completed rape were elevated for youth who reported that many, almost all, or all of at least one medium they consume depicts sexual situations. All other sexual violence victimization experiences were unrelated to the amount of sexual media one reported consuming in the past year.

Associations were also examined by medium (Table 2). Exposure to sexual media was associated with having sex if it was through movies and magazines, in music, or in games. Number of sexual partners increased as the level of exposure to sexual material in music increased. The relative odds of coercive sex victimization were higher for exposure to sexual material in movies and magazines, but not other media. There was some indication that the odds of attempted or completed rape were higher for those exposed to sexual media via movies and TV, music, or games. Exposure to sexual media online failed to predict any of the sexual behavior or victimization outcomes assessed.

Discussion
It appears to be virtually impossible for youth to avoid sexual media: 92% of 14 to 21 year olds in our national survey said that at least “some” of the TV and movies they watch, music they listen to, games they play, or Web sites they go to show people kissing, fondling, or having sex. This is occurring during a time period when rates of key indicators of risky sexual behaviors, including teen pregnancy, sex with 4 or more persons, drinking alcohol or drug use before last intercourse, and sexual intercourse prior to age 13 are either declining or stabilizing, and condom use is increasing.4 This is likely because exposure does not appear to contribute to risky sexual activity; sexual media consumption (in any amount) failed to discriminate between youth who reported inconsistent condom use and those who did not, age at first sex, or number of sex partners among otherwise similar youth. Thus, exposure to sexual material is not always bad or harmful. In fact, Ybarra and colleagues found that exposure to nonviolent x-rated material is not associated with sexually violent behavior, whereas violent x-rated material is.25,31 A more nuanced exploration of the sexual media content teens consume is an important next step in better understanding how sexual media is affecting today’s youth.

Sexual Media Is Related to Sexual Violence Victimization
To our knowledge, this is the first study to explore the relationship between one’s sexual media exposure and sexual victimization among adolescents. All 4 types of sexual victimization examined, including sexual harassment, sexual assault, rape and/or attempted rape, and coercive sex, varied significantly by amount of exposure to sexual material in the past year. The increased odds of sexual harassment, sexual assault, and rape and/or attempted rape appear to be explained by other influential factors, including x-rated material, violent media, parental monitoring, age, and biological sex. Increased
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sexual Experience</th>
<th>All Youth (N = 1808)</th>
<th>Females (n = 904)</th>
<th>Males (n = 904)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Almost None/None of the Media Contains Sexual Content</td>
<td>Some Media Contains Sexual Content</td>
<td>Many, Almost All/All Media Contains Sexual Content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual behavior</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ever had sex</td>
<td>No 12.8% (129)b</td>
<td>50.7% (525)</td>
<td>36.6% (465)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes 1.9% (21)</td>
<td>38.6% (256)</td>
<td>59.5% (412)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconsistent condom usea</td>
<td>No 1.9% (12)c</td>
<td>44.1% (183)</td>
<td>54.0% (254)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes 1.9% (7)</td>
<td>27.3% (61)</td>
<td>70.8% (151)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of sexual partners (mean: SE; lifetime)a</td>
<td>2.69 (0.84)</td>
<td>2.65 (0.29)</td>
<td>3.81 (0.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at first sex (mean: SE)a</td>
<td>15.93 (0.51)</td>
<td>15.92 (0.18)</td>
<td>15.71 (0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual violence victimization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual harassment</td>
<td>No 10.4% (111)b</td>
<td>49.4% (445)</td>
<td>40.2% (392)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes 5.1% (39)</td>
<td>40.5% (336)</td>
<td>54.4% (485)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual assault</td>
<td>No 8.8% (133)d</td>
<td>46.5% (669)</td>
<td>44.7% (695)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes 3.5% (17)</td>
<td>39.4% (112)</td>
<td>57.1% (182)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coerced sex</td>
<td>No 8.6% (148)b</td>
<td>46.7% (745)</td>
<td>44.8% (788)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes 0.4% (2)</td>
<td>28.5% (36)</td>
<td>71.1% (89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attempted or completed rape</td>
<td>No 8.3% (145)b</td>
<td>46.7% (726)</td>
<td>44.8% (760)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes 2.0% (5)</td>
<td>31.4% (55)</td>
<td>66.6% (117)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Among youth who have ever had sex.

b\(p < .001\) statistically significant differences across the 3 levels of exposure among all youth, females, or males, respectively, based on a \(\chi^2\) test.

c\(p < .01\) statistically significant differences across the 3 levels of exposure among all youth, females, or males, respectively, based on a \(\chi^2\) test.

d\(p < .05\) statistically significant differences across the 3 levels of exposure among all youth, females, or males, respectively, based on a \(\chi^2\) test.
### Table 2. Relative Odds of Sexual Behaviors or Sexual Violence Victimization Given Exposure to Sexual Material Among Youth 14 to 21 Years of Age\(^a\)\(^b\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sexual Experiences</th>
<th>All Media</th>
<th>Movies and Television</th>
<th>Music</th>
<th>Games</th>
<th>Internet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some Media Contains Sexual Content, aOR (95% CI)</td>
<td>Many, Almost All/All Media Contains Sexual Content, aOR (95% CI)</td>
<td>Some Media Contains Sexual Content, aOR (95% CI)</td>
<td>Many, Almost All/All Media Contains Sexual Content, aOR (95% CI)</td>
<td>Some Media Contains Sexual Content, aOR (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual behavior</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ever had sex</td>
<td>3.97 (1.99, 7.91)</td>
<td>5.42 (2.73, 10.79)</td>
<td>2.90 (1.77, 4.75)</td>
<td>2.73 (1.57, 4.76)</td>
<td>1.65 (1.07, 2.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconsistent condom usec</td>
<td>0.57 (0.16, 2.01)</td>
<td>1.01 (0.29, 3.47)</td>
<td>1.52 (0.56, 4.09)</td>
<td>2.44 (0.87, 6.86)</td>
<td>1.09 (0.39, 3.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of sexual partners (lifetime)(^c)</td>
<td>0.76 (0.13, 4.37)</td>
<td>1.62 (0.30, 8.69)</td>
<td>1.04 (0.39, 2.77)</td>
<td>1.51 (0.44, 5.18)</td>
<td>9.14 (1.74, 48.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at first sex(^d)</td>
<td>0.88 (0.43, 1.80)</td>
<td>1.03 (0.30, 3.12)</td>
<td>1.36 (0.72, 2.57)</td>
<td>1.43 (0.74, 2.60)</td>
<td>1.01 (0.73, 1.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual violence victimization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual harassment</td>
<td>1.11 (0.54, 2.30)</td>
<td>1.28 (0.63, 2.63)</td>
<td>1.13 (0.72, 1.77)</td>
<td>1.18 (0.72, 1.95)</td>
<td>1.15 (0.74, 1.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual assault</td>
<td>1.63 (0.78, 3.44)</td>
<td>1.69 (0.78, 3.67)</td>
<td>1.61 (0.85, 3.04)</td>
<td>1.46 (0.67, 3.17)</td>
<td>2.13 (1.14, 4.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coerced sex</td>
<td>5.61 (2.50, 12.62)</td>
<td>7.49 (2.92, 19.24)</td>
<td>3.65 (1.39, 9.60)</td>
<td>4.07 (1.45, 11.39)</td>
<td>1.90 (0.78, 4.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attempted or completed rape</td>
<td>1.87 (0.70, 5.00)</td>
<td>2.92 (1.07, 7.98)</td>
<td>2.40 (1.01, 5.70)</td>
<td>1.93 (0.80, 4.63)</td>
<td>1.42 (0.66, 3.04)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: aOR, adjusted odds ratio; CI, confidence interval.

Statistically significant differences \((p <= 0.05)\) are in bold font.

\(^a\) Data are adjusted for biological sex, race, ethnicity, income, age, sexual/gender minority identity, exposure to x-rated material, exposure to violent material, caregiver monitoring, caregiver–child emotional bond, coercive discipline, and survey process indicators (self-rated honesty in completing the survey; whether alone or not when completing the survey).

\(^b\) Each row represents a logistic regression model predicting the odds of the sexual behavior or sexual victimization shown at the left, given one’s exposure to sexual media. The reference group for the sexual media categorical variable is “almost no/no exposure to sexual material.”

\(^c\) Among the 463 youths (668 observations) who have ever had sex.
relative odds of coercive sex victimization remain persistent, however, even after these other factors are taken into account. It may be that scenarios of “seduction,” such as offering excessive complements, pressuring a partner to have sex, and normalizing the expectation that all couples have sex are modeled in media depictions of sexual relationships, thereby norming what could also be defined as coercion. Alternatively, perhaps coercive sexual relationships are addressed in TV shows in a way that allows for young people to reflect on their personal experience and identify it as unwanted. Certainly more work in this area is needed to better understand this intriguing finding.

The Internet Is Not the Primary Environment for Sexual Exposure

When examined by medium, the only clear pattern noted was a lack of association between Internet-mediated exposures and all of the outcomes examined. Although concerns have been raised about the potential increase in exposures to sexual and violent material online, these data further support the assertion that exposure through other mediums continue to be just as, if not more, common. Furthermore, findings suggest that associations with these longer-existing mediums deserve greater scrutiny in terms of their potential influence on or contextualization of youth sexual experiences. This serves as an important reminder for pediatricians, parents, and others who want to help youth reduce their exposure to sexual material. Concern about the Internet should not supersede these more traditional routes of exposure.

Limitations

It is important to note that the measure of sexual content used in this study queries exposure to “kissing, fondling, or having sex” globally in one question. It is possible that these different types of content could be noteworthy to distinguish. Perhaps youth who watch content that depicts kissing are influenced differently than youth who watch content that depicts people having sex, for example. This may be particularly true in combination with how such sexual activity is portrayed. For example, perhaps media that portrays sexual activity as having no consequences is related to delays in processing a situation as threatening in real-life scenarios; or content that shows sexual activity in the context of alcohol consumption as normative or “sexy” could be related to coercive sexual victimization if one were to mirror such behavior. Future research that examines the media content and its specific relationships with cognitive processes, such as cue recognition of threatening situations, is a critical next step in understanding this relationship.

Any study involving adolescent sexual activity is likely to have limitations because of the difficulty of doing such research, the use of recall measures to indicate media use, and the impossibility of knowing the accuracy of youth self-reports. Nevertheless, data collected online are more likely to be accurate because of the anonymity of the process.

Implications and Conclusions

Exposure to sexual material in the media is related to ever having sex but not necessarily risky sexual behavior among otherwise similar youth. It also appears to be related to sexual violence victimization, particularly coercive sex. Interestingly, longer standing mediums such as TV and movies appear to be associated with greater amounts of sexual media consumption than newer ones, such as the Internet. Moreover, exposure on the Internet does not appear to be related to sexual behavior outcomes at all. Together, these findings suggest that not all sexual material, through all mediums, is necessarily bad or influential. A more nuanced view of how sexual material may or may not be affecting youth behavior is needed.
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